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T
he interaction of nanoparticles with
biological and biomimetic mem-
branes plays an important role in
many different processes such as biomedi-
cal imaging, drug delivery, nanotoxicity, and
viral infection.14 Two important steps of
these processes are the adhesion of the
particles to the membranes and their sub-
sequent engulfment by these membranes,
both steps being governed by the interplay
of particle adhesion and membrane bend-
ing.5 Biomimetic model systems consisting
of nanoparticles in contact with lipid610 or
polymer11 vesicles have been used to eluci-
date the particle adhesion and engulfment
process experimentally. In addition, several
theoretical approaches and computational
methods have been applied to these model
systems: energyminimization,5,1216 Monte
Carlo simulations,1719 and molecular dy-
namics simulations.2024 Furthermore, the
cellular uptake of nanoparticles, which
requires particle engulfment as an impor-
tant substep, has been intensively stud-
ied in the context of receptor-mediated
endocytosis, both experimentally25,26 and
theoretically.2730
The engulfment process depends on the
strengthof the attractivemembraneparticle
interactions, on the bending elasticity of
the membranes, on the particle size, and on
the geometry of the curved membranes.
Experimental studies of several model sys-
tems have shown that the adhesive strength
between lipid bilayers and inorganic materi-
als can vary between 105 mN/m for ultra-
weak adhesion and 1 mN/m for strong
adhesion.3133 This range of adhesive
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ABSTRACT The adhesion and engulfment of nanoparticles by
biomembranes is essential for many processes such as biomedical
imaging, drug delivery, nanotoxicity, and viral infection. Many studies
have shown that both surface chemistry, which determines the
adhesive strength of the membraneparticle interactions, and particle
size represent key parameters for these processes. Here, we show that
the asymmetry between the two leaflets of a bilayer membrane provides another key parameter for the engulfment of nanoparticles. The asymmetric
membrane prefers to curve in a certain manner as quantitatively described by its spontaneous curvature. We derive two general relationships between
particle size, adhesive strength, and spontaneous curvature that determine the instabilities of (i) the nonadhering or free state and (ii) the completely
engulfed state of the particle. For model membranes such as lipid or polymer bilayers with a uniform composition, the two relationships lead to two critical
particle sizes that determine four distinct engulfment regimes, both for the endocytic and for the exocytic engulfment process. For strong adhesion, the
critical particle sizes are on the order of 10 nm, while they are on the order of 1000 nm for weak or ultraweak adhesion. Our theoretical results are therefore
accessible to both experimental studies and computer simulations of model membranes. In order to address the more complex process of receptor-
mediated endocytosis, we take the adhesion-induced segregation of membrane components into account and consider bound and unbound membrane
segments that differ in their spontaneous curvatures. To model protein coats as formed during clathrin-dependent endocytosis, we focus on the case in
which the bound membrane segments have a large spontaneous curvature compared to the unbound ones. We derive explicit expressions for the
engulfment rate and the uptake of nanoparticles, which both depend on the particle size in a nonmonotonic manner, and provide a quantitative fit to
experimental data for clathrin-dependent endocytosis of gold nanoparticles.
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strengths can also be probed via specific receptor
ligand bonds by varying the surface density of the
ligand molecules on the nanoparticles. An adhesive
strength that is large compared to 1 mN/m may lead
to membrane rupture. The curvature elasticity of a
bilayer membrane depends on its bending rigidity,
with a typical magnitude of about 1019 J, and on
its spontaneous curvature, which describes the asym-
metries between the two leaflets of the bilayer
membrane.3436
Such asymmetries can arise from a variety of molec-
ular mechanisms; see Figure 1. First, all biological
membranes have a compositional asymmetry,37
and new experimental protocols have been recently
developed3840 by which one can mimic such an
asymmetry in lipid and polymer membranes. A special
case of compositional asymmetry is provided by
membrane-anchored molecules with a bulky head-
group such as the glycolipids schematically shown in
Figure 1b. Asymmetricmembranesmay also arise from
the adsorption of small molecules that have different
concentrations in the two aqueous phases adjacent to
the membranes; see Figure 1c. Very recently, the
corresponding spontaneous curvature has been deter-
mined by molecular dynamics simulations.41
In this paper, we first develop a systematic theory for
the engulfment of nanoparticles by asymmetric model
membranes such as lipid or polymer bilayers. These
modelmembranes are taken to have a laterally uniform
composition and, thus, a uniform spontaneous curva-
ture. In addition, we will extend our theory to mem-
branes with intramembrane domains induced by
receptor-mediated adhesion and recruitment of coat
proteins. In the latter case, the domains are asymme-
trically covered by proteins and then aquire a protein-
induced spontaneous curvature. Both for uniform
membranes and for membranes with intramem-
brane domains, we will focus on the dependence of
the engulfment process on the particle size, a key
parameter for the interaction of nanoparticles with
membranes.4,25,26
Even for the relatively simple case of nanoparticles
in contact with uniform membranes, our theory pre-
dicts two critical particle sizes, Rfr and Rce, which
separate different size regimes characterized by four
distinct engulfment morphologies. When the particle
radius Rpa exceeds the critical size Rfr, the non-
adhering or free state (Figure 1d) is unstable and the
membrane starts to spread over the particle surface.
When the particle radius Rpa is smaller than the critical
size Rce, the completely engulfed state (Figure 1f) is
unstable and the narrow membrane neck starts to
open up. In general, the critical size Rfr for the in-
stability of the free state may be larger or smaller than
the critical size Rce for the instability of the completely
engulfed state. Furthermore, we also show that the
critical size Rfr is independent of the spontaneous
curvature of the bilayer membrane, whereas the
critical size Rce depends strongly on this curvature,
even for rather small bilayer asymmetries. The critical
sizes Rfr and Rce also depend on the origin of the
nanoparticles, i.e., on whether the particles originate
from the exterior or interior aqueous solution. In
analogy with the corresponding processes for cell
membranes, we will use the terms “endocytic” and
“exocytic” engulfment for particles that approach the
Figure 1. Engulfment of nanoparticles by asymmetric membranes: (ac) Molecular mechanisms leading to bilayer
membranes with two different leaflets: (a) compositional lipid asymmetry between the two leaflets of the bilayer; (b)
asymmetric concentration ofmembrane-anchoredmoleculeswith a bulky headgroup such as glycolipids; and (c) asymmetric
adsorption of ions or small molecules. (df) Different states of a spherical nanoparticle (gray, NP) in contact with an
asymmetric bilayer (bluered): (d) unbound or free stateF ; (e) partially engulfed stateP ; and (f) completely engulfed state
C with a narrowmembrane neck that connects the adhering and unbound segments of themembrane. The lipid bilayer has a
thickness of about 4 nm in all panels (a)(f). In panels (d)(f), the asymmetry of the bilayer is visualizedby twodifferent colors
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vesicle membranes from the exterior and interior
solution, respectively.
The two critical particle sizes Rfr and Rce are predicted
to be on the order of 10 nm for strong adhesion and on
the order of 1000 nm for weak or ultraweak adhesion
between the nanoparticles and the lipid bilayer. This
range of sizes is accessible to experimental studieswith
inorganic nanoparticles such as silica or glass beads as
well as with organic nanoparticles based on PLGA42 or
other polymers. In addition, the strong adhesion re-
gime can be investigated by molecular dynamics
simulations,2024 whereas the weak adhesion regime
can be studied by Monte Carlo1719 simulations. It
is also interesting to note that the typical sizes of
viruses lie within the same size range between 10
and 1000 nm.
If the particles are smaller than the lower critical size,
they do not adhere to the membrane and remain in
their free, nonadhering state. If the particle size ex-
ceeds the upper critical size, the particles are comple-
tely engulfed by the membrane. The most interesting
behavior is found for particles with an intermediate
size between the two critical sizes. The intermediate
size regime is characterized by partial engulfment
(Figure 1e) for Rfr < Rce, but exhibits bistability for
Rfr > Rce. In the latter case, both the free (Figure 1d)
and the completely engulfed (Figure 1f) states repre-
sent metastable particle states separated by an energy
barrier. For vesicles with a convex shape such as
spherical or oblate vesicles, bistability is favored by
negative spontaneous curvature and by endocytic
engulfment, whereas partial engulfment is favored
by positive spontaneous curvature and by exocytic
engulfment.
In order to address the more complex process of
receptor-mediated endocytosis, we generalize the
instability relationships to nonuniform membranes
arising from the particle-induced segregation of mem-
brane components. The different compositions of the
bound membrane segment in contact with the nano-
particle and the unbound mother membrane will, in
general, lead to distinct spontaneous curvatures and
bending rigidities for the two types of membrane
segments. To model a membrane with a protein coat
as in clathrin-dependent endocytosis, we focus on the
case in which the spontaneous curvature mbo of the
bound segment is large compared to the spontaneous
curvature m of the mother membrane. As a result, we
find that nanoparticles are completely engulfed if they
have an intermediate size Rpa with Rmin < Rpa < Rmax.
We also derive an equation ofmotion for the contact
line as it moves from the free to the completely
engulfed state. The solution of this equation leads to
explicit expressions for the size-dependent engulf-
ment rate and for the uptake of nanoparticles bymodel
membranes. Both the engulfment rate and the particle
uptake are nonmonotonic functions of the particle size.
In addition, the expression for the particle uptake
provides a quantitative fit to the experimental data of
Chithrani et al.,25,26 who studied the clathrin-dependent
endocytosis of gold nanoparticles.
Our paper is organized as follows. First, we explain
the basic geometry of endocytic and exocytic engulf-
ment and how these two processes are affected by the
sign of the spontaneous curvature. Second, we identify
the relevant parameters of vesicleparticle systems
and show that real systems can be characterized by a
certain adhesion length, which varies in different
systems between 10 nm and a couple of micrometers.
We then consider endocytic engulfment by spherical
and oblate vesicles and study the different engulfment
regimes as a function of particle size, vesicle size, and
spontaneous curvature. The boundary lines between
these different regimes determine the critical particle
sizes, which depend both on the overall vesicle size
and on the spontaneous curvature of the vesicle
membrane. Next, we show that these critical sizes
can be obtained, in a rather general and transparent
manner, if one studies the stability of the free and
completely engulfed states. The corresponding stabi-
lity analysis leads to two relatively simple relationships
between the particle size, the adhesion length, the
spontaneous curvature, and the curvatures of the local
membrane segments in contact with the free or com-
pletely engulfed particles. These two relationships are
then used to derive the critical particle sizes for en-
docytic engulfment. The corresponding results for
exocytic engulfment are described in the Supporting
Information (SI). We also show how a measurement of
the two critical particle sizes can be used to determine
the adhesion length and the spontaneous curvature.
At the end, we extend our theory to receptor-mediated
adhesion and engulfment and compare our results
with experimental data on clathrin-dependent endo-
cytosis of gold nanoparticles as well as with previous
theoretical studies.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Endocytic and Exocytic Engulfment of Nanoparticles. The
strong effect of small bilayer asymmetries on the
engulfment of nanoparticles can be understood in-
tuitively if one compares endocytic and exocytic
engulfment as depicted in Figure 2. In this figure,
we see bilayer membranes of closed vesicles that
partition space into two aqueous compartments, an
exterior and an interior one. For endocytic engulf-
ment as depicted in Figure 2a, the particle is initially
located in the exterior compartment and its engulf-
ment leads to a membrane segment that bulges
toward the interior compartment. For exocytic en-
gulfment as in Figure 2b, the particle originates from
the interior compartment and leads to an adhering
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In order to describe these differences in a quanti-
tative manner, we regard the membrane as a smooth
surface and consider its mean curvature M as defined
by differential geometry. At any point of such a surface,
the mean curvature is given by M  (1/2)(C1 þ C2),
where the two principal curvatures C1 and C2 represent
the smallest and the largest curvatures of all normal
surface sections through the chosen point.43 It is
important to note that the mean curvature can be
positive or negative. The vesicles in Figure 2a and b are
both convex before they interactwith the nanoparticle.
Likewise, after engulfment, all membrane segments of
the two vesicles are still convex apart from (i) the
segments adhering to the nanoparticle and (ii) the
segments that form the narrow membrane necks.
Membrane segments of a convex shape have a positive
mean curvature M > 0. On the other hand, for a
nanoparticle of size Rpa, the adhering membrane seg-
ment around the nanoparticle has the negative mean
curvature M = 1/Rpa for endocytic engulfment
(Figure 2a), whereas the corresponding segment for
exocytic engulfment (Figure 2b) has the positive mean
curvature M = þ1/Rpa.
Amembrane with spontaneous curvaturem tries to
attain a shape for which the mean curvatureM is close
to m. Therefore, a positive spontaneous curvature
supports exocytic engulfment as in Figure 2b, for which
the adhering membrane segment has positive mean
curvature, but suppresses endocytic engulfment as in
Figure 2a, for which the adhering membrane segment
has negative mean curvature. Vice versa, a negative
spontaneous curvature supports endocytic and sup-
presses exocytic engulfment.
Relevant Parameters of VesicleParticle Systems. Our
quantitative results are based on the free energy of the
vesicleparticle systems as described in the Methods
section. This free energy depends on a few geometric
and material parameters: particle size, membrane area,
vesicle volume, bending rigidity and spontaneous cur-
vature of the vesicle membrane, as well as adhesive
strengtharising from themolecular interactionsbetween
particle andmembrane. We use themembrane area A of






and take the bending rigidity κ of the membrane as the
basic energy scale. In the absence of nanoparticles, the
vesicle shape then depends on only two parameters,35
namely, on (i) the spontaneous curvature m, which
describes the asymmetry of the bilayer membrane (see
Figure 1), and on (ii) the volume-to-area ratio (or reduced
volume) as given by
v  3V=4πR3ve (2)
Note that the dimensionless quantity v satisfies 0 < ve 1,
where themaximal value v = 1 is obtained for a spherical
shape. The volume-to-area ratio is controlled by the
osmotic conditions: the vesicle adjusts its volume in such
a way that the osmotic pressure within the interior
aqueous compartment matches the osmotic pressure
in the exterior aqueous compartment, apart from small
differences on the order κ/Rve
3. It is also instructive to
consider the special case of small osmotic pressures for
which the vesicle can freely adjust its volume. Note that,
in the theoretical approach used here, the membrane
tension does not represent an independent parameter
but plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier that is
determined by the geometric and material parameters
just described in order to ensure that themembrane has
a certain prescribed area A;35,36 see SI Text A.
The vesicle membrane is now exposed to nanopar-
ticles that are taken to be spherical with radius Rpa. The
intermolecular interactions between the membrane
and the particles are described by the adhesive
strength |W|, which represents the absolute value of
the adhesion energy per unit area for the particle
bound to the membrane.44 A combination of the
adhesive strength |W| and the bending rigidity κ






which we will use instead of the parameter |W|.
Depending on the lipid composition of the bilayer
membrane and on the adhesivematerial, the adhesion
length RW can vary between about 10 nm for strong
adhesion and a few micrometers for ultraweak
Figure 2. Nanoparticles interactingwith lipid vesicles: (a) endocytic and (b) exocytic engulfment of a nanoparticle originating
from the exterior and interior aqueous compartment, respectively. In both (a) and (b), the left subfigure displays the initial
contact of the nanoparticle with the vesicle membrane. The bilayer membrane consists of two leaflets (blue and red) that can
differ in their molecular composition; compare Figure 1. Note that the bound membrane segment around the particle bulges
toward the inner (blue) leaflet in (a) and toward the outer (red) leaflet in (b). Therefore, the endocytic and exocytic processes are
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adhesion, as illustrated by the examples in Table 1. In
this table, we also included one example for adhesion
mediated by receptorligand bonds as studied in
ref 45, even though the surface density of the receptor
and ligand molecules has not been measured in these
experiments. If the ligands on the nanoparticles have
the surface density Flig and the receptorligand bonds
have a binding free energy |U| that is large compared to
kBT, the contribution of these bonds to the adhesive
strength |W| is given by |U|Flig. The binding free energy
|U| includes both enthalpic and entropic contributions
to the bond formation and, in particular, the losses of
configurational entropy suffered by the receptors and
ligands during the binding process as well as the
entropy gained by the release of “bound” water from
the two binding partners.
Thus, apart from the volume-to-area ratio v of the
vesicle, the vesicleparticle systems are characterized
by four different length scales: the vesicle size Rve, the
particle radius Rpa, the adhesion length RW, and the
inverse spontaneous curvature 1/m. The vesicle size
and the particle radius represent geometric param-
eters, whereas the adhesion length and the sponta-
neous curvature are material parameters. In a typical
experiment, the material parameters are more difficult
to vary than the geometric parameters. In order to
simplify the following discussion, we will typically
choose the adhesion length RW, which is a material
parameter, as the basic length scale and then measure
the particle size, the vesicle size, and the spontaneous
curvature in units of RW.
As far as the spontaneous curvature is concerned,
we will first focus on small bilayer asymmetries in the
sense that the spontaneous curvature m is small
compared to the inverse adhesion length 1/RW. As
shown below, these relatively small values of the spon-
taneous curvatures already lead to profound changes in
the behavior of the vesicleparticle systems.
Endocytic Engulfment by Spherical and Oblate Vesicles. We
now consider endocytic engulfment by vesicles with a
convex shape as schematically depicted in Figure 2a
and regard the particle size Rpa as our basic control
parameter. Using a variety of theoretical methods, we
studied the parameter regimes for which a nanoparti-
cle in contact with such a vesicle attains a free, partially
engulfed, or completely engulfed state. We found that
these parameter regimes can be deduced from the
stability of the free particle stateF and the completely
engulfed state C . The corresponding instability lines
define four different engulfment regimes denoted
by F st, P st, C st, and Bst as shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4 for spherical and oblate vesicles. The bistable
regimeBst contains the transition line L* at which the
free and the completely engulfed state have the same
free energy. The different engulfment regimes exhibit
characteristic free energy landscapes E(φ) as a function
of the wrapping (or spreading) angle φ, which deter-
mines the fraction of the membrane-covered particle
surface and, thus, the contact area betweenmembrane
and particle; see Figures S1 and S2 as well as SI Text A.
For particle radii Rpa that are small compared to the
adhesion length RW, the nanoparticles are free and do
not adhere to the membrane. In the corresponding
engulfment regime F st, the free particle state F is
stable and the completely engulfed state is unstable.
For particle radii Rpa that are large compared to the
adhesion length RW, the particle is completely engulfed
by the membrane and belongs to the engulfment
regime C st, in which the completely engulfed state
C is stable, whereas the free state is unstable. Themost
interesting behavior is found for intermediate particle
radii Rpa that are on the order of the adhesion length
RW. For these intermediate sizes, we find two different
engulfment regimes, Bst and P st. The regime Bst is
characterized by bistable behavior because both the
free and the completely engulfed states are
(meta)stable and separated by an energy barrier; see
Figure S2df. Finally, in the engulfment regime P st,
the states F and C are both unstable, which implies
that the particle attains a partially engulfed state P as
in Figure 1e. The defining properties of the four
engulfment regimes are summarized in Table 2.
The boundaries between the four engulfment re-
gimes are provided by the instability lines Lfr and Lce of
the free and completely engulfed state, which depend
on the vesicle size Rve and on the spontaneous curva-
ture m. Indeed, inspection of Figure 3 and Figure 4
shows that negative spontaneous curvatures lead to
the bistable engulfment regime Bst for intermediate
particle sizes, whereas positive spontaneous curva-
tures favor the regime P st with partially engulfed
states. Furthermore, as we increase the vesicle size
Rve, the bistable regime Bst shrinks, whereas the
partially engulfed regime P st expands.
Within the latter regime, the contact area between
the membrane and the particle changes in a contin-
uous manner as we vary the particle size Rpa. Thus, in
the regime P st, the contact area increases continu-
ously from a vanishingly small value at the instability
line Lfr up to the total surface area of the particle at the
instability line Lce. In contrast, when we probe the
bistable regimeBst, the contact area changes abruptly
or discontinuously as the particle size Rpa is varied.
TABLE 1. Five Systems Illustrating the Wide Range of




material κ [1019 J] |W| [mJ/m2] RW [nm]
strong DMPC silica 0.8a 0.51b 1318
strong eggPC glass =1 0.15c 26
intermediate DMPC receptorligand 0.8a 0.03d 73
weak DOPC/DOPG coated glass 0.4e 3  104e 510
ultraweak DOPC/DOPG glass 0.4e 105e 2800
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Indeed, when we enter the bistable regime Bst from
the free regime F st by crossing the instability line Lce
in Figure 3 or Figure 4, the membrane will not spread
over the particle surface because the free particle state
is stable up to the transition line L* and remains
metastable between the line L* and the instability line
Lfr; see Figure S2df. Thus, spreading will occur only
when we reach the instability line Lfr, at which the free
state becomes unstable and the energy barrier be-
tween the two states vanishes. Likewise, when we
enter the regime Bst from the completely engulfed
regime C st by crossing the instability line Lfr, the
completely engulfed state is stable up to the transition
line L* and remains metastable until we reach the
instability line Lce, where the energy barrier for neck
opening vanishes.
For the examples shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4,
the engulfment process is discontinuous for all vesicle
sizes if the spontaneous curvature m e 0. For positive
values of m, the engulfment process is still discontin-
uous for small vesicle sizes Rve but continuous for large
values of Rve. In the latter case, the two instability
lines intersect; see Figure 3c and Figure 4c. Close to
the corresponding intersection points, the system
exhibits “multicritical” behavior in the sense that it
reacts sensitively to small changes in both particle
and vesicle size.
The case with zero spontaneous curvature as illu-
strated in Figure 3b and Figure 4b turns out to be
special: as indicated in these panels, both instability
lines approach the same asymptotic value Rpa/RW = 1
as the vesicle size Rve becomes large. The latter
behavior can be derived from explicit expressions
for the instability lines Lfr and Lce as described in the
next subsections. In fact, these expressions provide
two relatively simple relationships between the
parameters of the vesicleparticle systems and two
local curvatures of the vesicle membrane. As a
consequence, these relationships allow us to explore
the parameter space of these systems in a global
manner.
Figure 3. Different engulfment regimes F st (yellow), C st (blue), Bst (white), and P st (white) for the endocytosis of a
nanoparticle with radius Rpa by a spherical vesicle of size Rve. The vesicle has a fixed membrane area and an adjustable
volume. The three panels (ac) correspond to the three values m = 0.05/RW, 0, and þ0.05/RW for the spontaneous
curvature m. The different regimes are defined by the two instability lines Lfr and Lce for the free and the completely
engulfed state. The asymptotes of the two instability lines for large Rve are indicated by vertical dotted lines. The bistable
regimesBst contain the transition lines L* (dashed) at which the free and completely engulfed states coexist. For panel (c)
with m = 0.05/RW, the two instability lines Lfr and Lce intersect. Close to the intersection point, the system is “multicritical”
and reacts sensitively to small changes in both particle and vesicle size. The six diamonds (green) in panel (c) correspond to
the free energy landscapes in Figure S2.
Figure 4. Different engulfment regimes for the endocytosis of a nanoparticle at the pole of an oblate vesicle with volume-to-
area ratio v= 0.98. The three panels (a)(c) correspond to the three valuesm =0.05/RW, 0, andþ0.05/RW of the spontaneous
curvature. The two instability lines Lfr and Lce, the transition line L*, and the four engulfment regimes F st, P st, C st, andBst
have the samemeaning as in Figure 3. The vertical dotted lines again indicate the asymptotes of the instability lines for large
Rve, with Lfr approaching Rpa/RW = 1 in all three cases. For panel (c), with m = 0.05/RW, the intersection point of the two
instability lines again leads to “multicritical” behavior. The shaded area (grey) close to the x-axes indicates the size regime in
which the vesicle becomes too small to accommodate the completely engulfed particle.
TABLE 2. Four Engulfment RegimesF st, C st,Bst, andP st
As Defined via the (In)Stability of the Free State F
(Figure 1d) and by the (In)Stability of the Completely
Engulfed State C (Figure 1f)
F st C st Bst P st
state F stable unstable (meta)stable unstable
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Instability of Free State and Onset of Endocytic Engulfment.
In order to determine the instability of the free stateF ,
we compare the latter state as depicted in Figure 5a to
a partially engulfed state with a small contact area as in
Figure 5b. The convex membrane segment shown in
Figure 5a has a positive mean curvature Mms > 0. The
latter curvature can be negative but must satisfyMms >
1/Rpa in order to ensure that the membrane does not
intersect the particle before contact. The stability limit
of the free state is obtained from the requirement that
the mean curvature at the attachment point is the
same before and after contact, which implies that the
mean curvatureMms of the membane segment before
contact is equal to the contact mean curvature Mco =
1/RW 1/Rpa; see Methods section. It then follows that
the instability line Lfr of the free stateF is described by
Rpa ¼ Rfr  1
R1W Mms
for
Mms < 1=RW (Lfr, endocytosis) (4)
and that the membrane segment starts to spread over
the particle if
Rpa > Rfr and
Mms < 1=RW (unstable F , endocytosis) (5)
For strongly curved membrane segments with a posi-
tive mean curvature Mms larger than 1/RW, the free
stateF is stable for all particle sizes; that is, the critical
particle size Rfr = ¥. The latter situation includes the
limiting case Rpa = ¥, for which the adhesive nanopar-
ticle becomes an adhesive planar surface. Therefore,
such a surface cannot bind small spherical vesicles with
radius Rve = 1/Mms < RW, in agreement with the results
of ref 44.
The vesiclewith an adjustable volume (Figure 3) has
a spherical shape, which implies that the segment
curvature Mms has the constant value Mms = 1/Rve.
For the oblate vesicle with fixed volume-to-area ratio
v = 0.98 (Figure 4), the segment curvature Mms at the
pole depends on the spontaneous curvaturem and has
to be determined numerically from the shape of the
free oblate vesicle, which is calculated by minimizing
its free energy as described in theMethods section. The
samemethod has been used to check and validate the
instability criterion in eq 5 for a large number of
different parameter values.
The onset of adhesion is related to the behavior of
the free energy landscape E(φ) for small values of
the wrapping angle φ, which is given by E(φ) ≈
E(0) þ (1/2)E00φ2. As shown in the SI Text A, the second
derivative E00 of the free energy with respect to φ at
φ = 0 is given by
E
00 ¼ 4πK  Rpa
RW
 2
þ (1þ Rpa Mms)2
" #
(6)
This expression can be decomposed into two contribu-
tions arising from (i) the bound membrane segment in
contact with the nanoparticle and (ii) the unbound
membrane segment close to the contact line. For Mms
= m, the contribution from the unbound segment
vanishes and E00 becomes equal to the contribution
from the bound segment. The free stateF withφ= 0 is
stable and unstable if it represents a minimum and
maximum of the energy landscape with E00 > 0 and
E00 < 0, respectively; see Figure S2. A bit of algebra shows
that the condition E00 e 0 is equivalent to the relation-
ship Rpag Rfr, as given by eqs 4 and 5, whenwe take the
two constraints Rpa > 0 andMms >1/Rpa into account.
Instability of Completely Engulfed State and Neck Opening.
In the completely engulfed state, the nanoparticle is
fully covered by the membrane, but still connected to
the mother vesicle by a small membrane neck; see
Figure 6a. In the coarse-grained description used here,
the completely engulfed state corresponds to a limit
shape with an ideal neck that is attached to themother
vesicle in a single contact point. At this contact point,
the unbound membrane segment of the mother ve-
sicle has the mean curvature Mms0 , which must satisfy
Mms
0 < 1/Rpa in order to ensure that the membrane
does not intersect the particle, whereas the mean
curvature of the membrane segment adhering to the
particle is equal to the contact mean curvature Mco =
1/RW  1/Rpa. For this limit shape, the sum of the two
curvatures Mco and Mms0 is equal to twice the sponta-
neous curvature; see the Methods section. As a con-
sequence, the instability line Lce for the completely
engulfed state C is described by
Rpa ¼ Rce  1
Mms0  (2m  R1W )
for
Mms
0 > 2m  1=RW (Lce, endocytosis) (7)
and the membrane neck starts to open if
Rpa < Rce and
Mms
0 > 2m  1=RW (unstable C , endocytosis) (8)
If the mean curvature Mms0 of the unbound membrane
segment is smaller than 2m  1/RW, the completely
Figure 5. Onset of endocytic engulfment: (a) free stateF of
nanoparticle (gray) and asymmetric bilayer (bluered)
compared to (b) partially engulfed state P with a small
contact area. The free state is unstable if the initial spread-
ing of the bilayer membrane onto the particle leads to a
gain in adhesion energy that overcompensates the increase
in the membrane's bending energy. The corresponding
instability criterion in eq 5 involves the mean curvature
Mms of the membrane segment before contact. For the
convex shape shown here, the segment curvature Mms
is positive. In general, this curvature must be larger than
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engulfed state C is unstable for all particle sizes, i.e.,
Rce = ¥.
The vesicle with an adjustable volume (Figure 3) still
attains a spherical shape after complete engulfment of
the nanoparticle, which implies that the local curvature
Mms
0 has the constant value Mms0 = 1/(Rve
2  Rpa2 )1/2. For
the oblate vesicle with v = 0.98 (Figure 4), the curvature
Mms
0 of the membrane segment at the pole has to be
determined numerically from the shape of the mother
vesicle, which is again calculated byminimizing its free
energy; see the Methods section. The same method
has been used to check and validate the instability
criterion as given by eq 8 for a large number of different
parameter values.
Critical Particle Sizes for Endocytic Engulfment. As illu-
strated by the examples in Figure 3 and Figure 4, the
critical particle sizes can be deduced from the insta-
bility lines Lfr and Lce for the free and completely
engulfed particle states. These two lines intersect for
m = (1/2)(Mms þ Mms0 ) as in Figure 3c and Figure 4c
because the two instability relations Mco = Mms and
Mco þ Mms0 = 2m become identical in this case. There-
fore, depending on the relative size of the spontaneous
curvaturem and the segment curvaturesMms andMms0 ,
the lower and upper critical sizes are equal to the radii
Rfr and Rce; see Table 3.
The expressions for the instability lines and the
critical particle sizes become particularly transparent
in the limit of weakly curvedmembrane segments with
small curvatures Mms and Mms0 . More precisely, we
will now assume that these segment curvatures
are small both compared to the inverse particle size
1/Rpa and compared to the inverse adhesion length
1/RW. These requirements are certainly fulfilled
for the shapes of large GUVs and for adhesion
lengths RW between about 10 and 500 nm, which
covers the strong and weak adhesion regime; see
Table 1. In addition, the limit of small segment
curvatures Mms and Mms0 also applies to the mem-
brane segments that are typically studied by molec-
ular dynamics simulations with periodic boundary
conditions.2123,41
If we set the segment curvaturesMms andMms0 equal
to zero, we obtain the simple expressions Rfr = RW and
Rce = RW/(1  2mRW) for the critical particle sizes. The
corresponding engulfment regimes are displayed in
Figure 7b. This diagram is universal in the sense that it
does not depend on the vesicle shape, which becomes
irrelevant in the limit of large Rve. Therefore, as we
increase the vesicle size Rve, we approach the engulf-
ment regimes in Figure 7b both for spherical vesicles
with adjustable volume (Figure 3) and for oblate
vesicles with a certain fixed volume-to-area ratio v
(Figure 4). Indeed, comparison of Figure 3a with
Figure 4a, which both apply to negative spontaneous
curvaturem=0.05/RW, shows that the instability lines
Lce and Lfr have the same asymptotic values Rpa /RW =
0.909 and Rpa/RW = 1, corresponding to the vertical
dotted lines in these figures. These asymptotic values
are indicated in Figure 7b by the two open diamonds
for m = 0.05/RW. Likewise, the other open diamonds
in Figure 7b correspond to the identical asymptotes in
Figure 3b and Figure 4b as well as in Figure 3c and
Figure 4c. The open diamond with the coordinates
Rpa/RW = 1 and m = 0 in Figure 7b is special because
it represents the “multicritical” intersection point of
the two instability lines at which all four engulfment
regimes meet.
The engulfment diagram in Figure 7b is obtained
for flat membrane segments with Mms = Mms0 = 0. This
diagram undergoes small changes if we consider small
but finite values of the local membrane curvaturesMms
andMms0 as illustrated in Figure 7a and c. These changes
depend primarily on the sign of the curvature sumMms
þMms0 , which determines the intersection point for the
two instability lines.
Instability Relations and Critical Sizes for Exocytic Engulf-
ment. The instability relations for exocytic engulfment
differ from those for endocytic engulfment because
the expression for the contact mean curvature Mco is
different; see eq 22 in the Methods section. The
modified instability relations lead to changes in the
critical particle radii and the engulfment regimes as
described in the SI Text B. The Supporting Information
also contains (i) Figure S3, which displays the regimes
of exocytic engulfment for weakly curved mother
Figure 6. Opening of membrane neck for endocytic engulf-
ment: (a) completely engulfed stateC of nanoparticle (gray)
and asymmetric bilayer (bluered) compared to (b) par-
tially engulfed stateP 0, forwhich theneckhas beenopened
up. The completely engulfed state is unstable if the opening
of the neck leads to a decrease in the membrane's bend-
ing energy that overcompensates the loss in adhe-
sion energy. The corresponding instability criterion as
described by eq 8 involves the mean curvature Mms0 of
the weakly curved membrane segment (dotted line)
of the mother vesicle. For a convex segment as shown
here, the segment curvature Mms0 is positive. In general,
this curvature must be smaller than 1/Rpa to ensure that
the unbound and bound membrane segments do not
intersect each other.
TABLE 3. Critical Particle Sizes for Endocytic Engulfment












m > (1/2)(Mms þ Mms0 ) partial P st continuous Rfr Rce
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membranes, and (ii) a detailed comparison between
the latter figure and Figure 7 for the endocytic process.
Experimental and Computational Studies of Critical Particle
Sizes. Inspection of the engulfment diagrams in
Figures 3, 4, and 7 as well as Figure S3 shows that the
critical particle sizes are always on the order of the
adhesion length RW. More precisely, for the relatively
small spontaneous curvatures m studied here, the
nanoparticles probe the intermediate engulfment re-
gimes P st andBst when the particle size varies in the
interval between 0.5RW and 1.5RW. For the intermedi-
ate engulfment regime P st, both critical sizes Rfr and
Rce are accessible to experiment as long as we can
distinguish partially from completely engulfed states.
For the ultraweak adhesion regime with an adhesion
length of a few micrometers (Table 1, fifth row), these
different states should be accessible to conventional
optical microscopy. For the strong adhesion regime
with an adhesion length on the order of 1030 nm
(Table 1, first and second row), the partially and
completely engulfed states could be distinguished by
cryoelectron microscopy.2,9
The two critical radii are also accessible to computer
simulations. Indeed, both Monte Carlo1719 and mo-
lecular dynamics2024 simulations have been recently
used to study the interactions of nanoparticles with
membranes. Nanoparticles with a radius of up to 50 nm
can be investigated by coarse-grained molecular dy-
namics, which can thus be utilized to probe the strong
adhesion regime. The weak adhesion regime, on the
other hand, can be elucidated viaMonte Carlo simula-
tions, by which one can study much larger particles. In
the simulations, one can even probe the stability of the
free and completely engulfed state directly by apply-
ing external forces to the particles.
Now, assume that we observed, in experimental
studies or computer simulations, the engulfment
regime P st for the endocytic process and that we
measured the two critical sizes Rfr and Rce. From the
microscopy images or the simulation snapshots, we
would also be able to obtain the two segment curva-
tures Mms and Mms0 . We can then use the explicit
expressions for the instability lines to deduce the
adhesion length RW and the spontaneous curvature
m from the critical particle sizes. As a result, we obtain
the relationships
RW ¼ Rfr1þ RfrMms (cont endocytosis) (9)











for the spontaneous curvature m.
If the intermediate size regime for the endocytic
process belongs to the bistable regimeBst, the experi-
mental observation of the two critical sizes is more
difficult. Indeed, when we add nanoparticles to the
exterior solution, the free state of the particles remains
metastable up to the upper critical size and will then
undergo an abrupt transition, as a function of particle
size, to the completely engulfed state. Thus, for a
bistable intermediate regime, we can still measure
the upper critical size and, thus, the adhesion length
RW but not the lower critical size, which is necessary to
determine the spontaneous curvature. However, if the
endocytic process is discontinuous, the exocytic pro-
cess is continuous as explained in the SI Text B. There-
fore, we can then deduce thematerial parameters from
the radii as determined from the exocytic process for
the same vesicleparticle system; see eqs S18 and S19.
RECEPTOR-MEDIATED ADHESION AND
ENGULFMENT
Particle-Induced Segregation of Membrane Components. In
the previous sections, we considered model mem-
branes with a laterally uniform composition and, thus,
Figure 7. Endocytic engulfment of nanoparticles for weakly curved mother membranes: different engulfment regimesF st,
Bst, C st, and P st as a function of particle size Rpa and spontaneous curvature m, both measured in units of the adhesion
length RW. (a) Concavemembrane segmentswith negative curvaturesMms =Mms0 =0.05/RW; (b) flat segmentswith vanishing
curvaturesMms =Mms0 = 0; and (c) convex segmentswith positive curvaturesMms =Mms0 =þ0.05/RW. The two instability lines Lfr
and Lce determine the critical particle sizes Rfr and Rce via eqs 4 and 7. The bistable regimesBst contain the transition lines L*
(dashed), at which the free and completely engulfed states coexist. All four engulfment regimes meet at the “multicritical”
intersection points of the two instability lines where m = (1/2)(Mms þ Mms0 ). The five open diamonds (red) in panel (b)
correspond to the asymptotes of the instability lines Lfr and Lce for finite vesicle sizes Rve, as indicated by the vertical dotted
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a laterally uniform spontaneous curvature m. If the
membrane contains several molecular components,
these components will typically experience different
interactions with the particle surface. As a conse-
quence, the composition of the bound membrane
segment can differ significantly from the composition
of the unbound membrane. One example is provided
by charged particles and oppositely charged lipid
molecules; another example by membrane-anchored
receptors or “stickers” that interact with the particle via
specific receptorligand bonds. Both the oppositely
charged lipids and the receptors will be enriched (or
“recruited”) in the bound segments and depleted in
the unbound segments.47 The actual concentrations in
the two segments are determined by the partitioning
of the receptor molecules between the twomembrane
segments, a partitioning that depends on the affinities
or binding free energies of the different components
with the particle surface and on the size of the two
membrane segments. In equilibrium, these concentra-
tions follow from the requirement that each mem-
brane component has the same chemical potential in
the two membrane segments. One major contribution
to these chemical potentials comes from the transla-
tional entropy of the membrane components. For
receptor-mediated endocytosis, these dependencies
have been studied in ref 27 using a kinetic model for
the diffusing receptors and in ref 30 based on the
statistical thermodynamics of many interacting recep-
tors and nanoparticles.
Because of their distinct compositions, the two
membrane segments can also differ in their fluid
elastic properties. Thus, we will now consider bound
membrane segments that have a spontaneous curva-
turembo and a bending rigidity κbo, while the unbound
membrane is still characterized by the spontaneous
curvature m and the bending rigidity κ. We will again
assume that the spontaneous curvature m is relatively
small but will allow large values for the spontaneous
membrane curvature mbo of the bound membrane
segment in order to model a protein coat as formed in
clathrin-dependent endocytosis. Furthermore, the
membraneparticle interactions involve, in general,
both nonspecific (hydrophobic, van der Waals, or
electrostatic) and specific interactions mediated by
membrane-anchored receptors.48 Both types of
molecular interactions will be described by the adhe-
sive strength |W|.
The loss of conformational entropy by the recep-
torligand bonds can also be included in |W| via the
binding free energy U of each bond. If the binding
enthalpy of a receptorligand bond is |H|, the binding
free energy of the bond can be estimated by |U| = |H|
kBT ln(Flig/F0),27 where Flig and F0 represent the ligand
density on the particle surface and the concentration
of receptors on the membrane surface before contact
with the particle, respectively. The contribution of the
ligandreceptor bonds to the adhesive strength |W| is
then given by |U|Flig as mentioned previously.
The combined bending and adhesion free energy
of such a nonuniform membrane is equal to the free
energy of a uniformmembrane with bending rigidity κ
and spontaneous curvature m provided we replace
the molecular adhesive strength |W| by the effective
adhesive strength
Weff ¼ jWj þ 2K
R2pa




arising from the difference between the elastic param-
eters of the unbound and the bound membrane
segment where the plus and minus signs apply to
endo- and exocytosis, respectively. Because of this
parameter mapping, the instability relations for the
nonuniform membrane can be directly obtained from
the previously discussed relations for uniform mem-
branes. In the following, we will again focus on the
endocytic case.
Engulfment Regimes Controlled by Bound Membrane Seg-
ment. The instabilities of the free state F and of the
completely engulfed state C are again described by
the relationships Mco g Mms and Mco þ Mms0 e 2m as










where the notation Weff(Rpa) emphasizes the Rpa de-
pendence of the effective adhesive strength Weff as
given by eq 11. BecauseWeff depends quadratically on
the particle size Rpa, the instability relationsMcogMms
and Mco þ Mms0 e 2m are no longer linear in Rpa. The
instability lines Lfr and Lce again follow from the
instability relations Mco = Mms and Mco þ Mms0 = 2m.
As in the case of uniform membranes, these two
relations are identical for m = (1/2)(Mms þ Mms0 ), which
implies that the two instability lines Lfr and Lce are also
identical in this case.
We now focus on the case of weakly curved mother
membranes for which |Mms| and |Mms0 | as well as |m| are
much smaller than 1/Rpa. For the limiting case Mms =
Mms
0 = m = 0, the two instability relations become








This relation leads to two engulfment regimes, F <st
and F >st , in which the free state F is stable and the
completely engulfed state C is unstable; see Figure 8a.
As shown in this figure, these two regimes are sepa-
rated by an intermediate regime C st in which the free
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stable. The boundary lines between the three engulf-
ment regimes are given by




for mbo <þ1=R^W (14)
and
Rpa ¼ Rmax  1jmboj  R^1W
for mbo <1=R^W (15)










It turns out that essentially the same solution applies to
the more general case with Mms = Mms0 = m 6¼ 0, for
which the two instability relations become identical to
Mco = m. In the latter case, the two boundary lines are
truncated at mbo = (1/R^W)  |m| and mbo = (1/R^W) 
|m|, respectively, reflecting the condition that mem-
brane and particle surface are not allowed to intersect
each other but the expressions for Rmin and Rmax as
given by eqs 14 and 15 remain unchanged.
An expansion of the instability relations Mco = Mms
and Mco þ Mms0 = 2m around the special case Mms =
Mms
0 = m leads to correction terms that are propor-
tional to Mms  m and m  Mms0 , respectively. If we
take these correction terms into account, the bound-
ary lines Rpa = Rmin and Rpa = Rmax “broaden” and split
up into two separate instability lines, Lfr and Lce, that
enclose a narrow boundary regime around the regime
C st of complete engulfment. This split-up is illustrated
in Figure 8b for Mms = Mms0 = 0 and m = 0.2/R^W. In
general, such a split-up occurs as soon as Mms þ
Mms
0 6¼ 2m, i.e., as soon as the segment curvatures
do not match the spontaneous curvature of the
mother membrane, and the resulting intermediate
size regime may be a partial engulfment regime
P st and/or a bistable regime Bst.
Kinetics of Membrane Spreading and Particle Engulfment.
The spreading of the membrane over the particle
surface proceeds via the displacement of the contact
line. As described in the SI Text C, the contact line
experiences two forces, a thermodynamic driving force
and a frictional force. The thermodynamic driving force
is proportional to the gradient dE(φ)/dφ of the free
energy landscape E(φ), where the wrapping angle
φ varies from φ = 0 for the free particle state to φ = π
for the completely engulfed state.
Balancing the thermodynamic driving force with









for the wrapping angle φ as a function of time t, which
involves the effective viscosity ηeff. Using this equation
of motion with the initial condition φ(t = 0) = 0
corresponding to the free particle state F , we can
determine the engulfment time tFC that the mem-
brane needs to spread over the whole particle surface
and to attain the completely engulfed state C within
the regime C st in Figure 8. This time follows from the
implicit equation φ(t ¼ tFC ) ¼ π.
As shown in the SI Text C, the gradient dE(φ)/dφ
becomes particularly simple in the limit of small particle
sizes with Rpa , Rve. Indeed, this gradient is then
determined by the contribution from the bound mem-
brane segment alone and can be calculated in closed
form; seeeqS31.Asaconsequence, thewrappingvelocity
dφ/dt becomes constant and the implicit equation φ(t ¼
tFC ) ¼ π leads to the size-dependent engulfment rate
ωFC ¼ 1
tFC
¼ f (Rpa=R^W )
to
in regime C st (18)
with the time scale to  πηeffR^W3 /(2κbo) and the dimen-
sionless function
Figure 8. Engulfment regimes for weakly curved mother membranes as a function of particle radius Rpa and spontaneous
curvature mbo of the bound membrane segment in contact with the nanoparticle. Both quantities are given in units of the
modified adhesion length R^W defined in eq 16. (a) Engulfment regimes forMms =Mms0 =m that apply to bothm = 0 andm 6¼ 0:
the regimeC st (blue) of completely engulfed particle states is located between the two regimesF <st andF
>
st (yellow), both of
which exhibit free particle states. For parameter values within the regimeC st, themembrane spreads over the whole particle
surface. The two boundary lines Rpa = Rmin(mbo) and Rpa = Rmax(mbo) are given by eqs 14 and 15; (b) small deviationsMmsm
and/ormMms0 lead to a “broadening” of the boundary lines as illustrated here forMms =Mms0 = 0 andm = 0.2/R^W. The two
boundary lines split up into separate instability lines Lfr and Lce, which enclose a narrow boundary regime (white) around the
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x  Rpa=R^W and R  R^Wmbo (19)
The function f(Rpa/R^W) describes the size dependence of
the engulfment rate as illustrated in Figure 9a. The
numerator x2 (1þ Rx)2 of f(x) is proportional to dE/dφ.
The effective viscosity ηeff depends on the micro-
viscosity of the bilayer and on the molecular interac-
tions between membrane and particle. Typical values
for the bilayer'smicroviscosity lie in the range 0.11 Pa s,
which corresponds to 102103 times the viscosity of
water.49,50 Using ηeff = 1 Pa s together with κbo = 10
19 J,
the time scale to is equal to about 1.25ms for R^W= 20 nm
(strong adhesion) and to about 20 ms for R^W = 50 nm
(intermediate adhesion); compare Table 1. These esti-
mates for the time scale to are consistent with both
experimental6 and computational51 studies.
Now, consider a giant vesicle in an aqueous solution
without nanoparticles and let us exchange this solu-
tion, at time t = 0, by an aqueous dispersion of such
particles with particle concentration Xpa. The vesicle
membrane will then start to engulf nanoparticles with
the rateωFC . The corresponding particle uptake by the
vesicle is equal to the number NC of completely
engulfed particles. This number evolves in time accord-
ing to dNC =dt ¼ NF ωFC , which depends on the
number NF of free particles adjacent to the vesicle
membrane. The latter number is determined by the
bulk concentration Xpa, which will be time indepen-
dent as long as the number of dispersed particles is
much larger than the number of particles attached to
the membrane. After a certain observation timeΔt, we
then obtain the particle uptake
NC (Δt) ¼ NF Δt ωFC ¼ NF Δt
to
f (Rpa=R^W ) (20)
with the function f(x) as given by eq 19; compare
Figure 9a.
Comparison with Clathrin-Dependent Endocytosis. In the
previous subsections, we considered receptor-
mediated adhesion and engulfment for lipid vesicles
withmulticomponentmembranes containing receptor
or “sticker” molecules. The same processes are also
involved in the uptake of nanoparticles by eukaryotic
cells, which utilize a variety of different endocytic
pathways53,54 including the much studied pathway of
clathrin-dependent endocytosis.5557 The size depen-
dence of the latter process has been elucidated by
Chithrani et al.,25,26 who measured the uptake of gold
nanoparticles by HeLa cells for different particle sizes.
As a result, the cellular uptake was found to depend on
the particle size in a nonmonotonic manner as dis-
played in Figure 9b for the case of transferrin-coated
gold nanoparticles.26
One generic aspect of clathrin-dependent endocy-
tosis is that the clathrin-coated membrane represents a
strongly asymmetricmembranedomainwith receptor
ligand binding on its outer (exoplasmic) face and
a thick protein coat consisting of adaptor proteins
such as AP-2 and clathrin triskelions on its inner
(cytoplasmic) face. The associated spontaneous curva-
turembo can be estimated from the dimensions of the
clathrin-coated vesicles that are generated by the
endocytic process. For native coats from human
placenta,58 the outer diameter of the coat was found
to vary between 75 and 130 nm, while the enclosed
vesicle had a radius between 18 and 43 nm. Thus, the
spontaneous curvature mbo is expected to have a
value between 1/(18 nm) and 1/(43 nm), where
the negative sign reflects the endocytic process; see
Figure 2a. That the membrane prefers to curve in this
manner canbe understood from the dense coverage of
the inner (cytoplasmic) face of the cell membrane by
bulky adaptor proteins such as AP-2.
As shown in Figure 9b, the size dependence of the
experimental data for transferrin-coatednanoparticles26
is well fitted by eq 20 with mbo = 1/(40.0 nm),
Figure 9. (a) Size dependence of engulfment rate ωFC in units of 1/to as given by eq 18 for different values of the reduced
spontaneous curvature R = R^Wmbo of the bound membrane segment and (b) size dependence of particle uptake as
measured by Chithrani et al.26 for clathrin-dependent endocytosis of transferrin-coated gold nanoparticles (open circles)
fitted by eq 20 with R^W = 48.6 nm and mbo = 1/(40.0 nm). The data point for Rpa = 7 nm (black open circle) has not been
included in the fit because, for this size, the clathrin-coated vesicles were observed26 to engulf more than one nanoparticle.
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R^W = 48.6 nm, and NF Δt/to = 1.85 103. These values
were obtained using the method of least-squares
applied to the four data points with Rpa =15, 25, 37,
and 50 nm. The data point with Rpa = 7 nm was
excluded from the fit because, for this small size, the
clathrin-coated vesicles were observed26 to engulf
more than one nanoparticle. The effective radius of
the nanoparticles was taken to be Rpaþ 9.3 nm in order
to account for the size of the transferrin receptor's
ectodomain,52 which protrudes from the membrane
by 9.3 nm and, thus, increases the local separation
between the particle surface and the bilayer mem-
brane by this amount.
The deduced valuembo =1/(40.0 nm) for the coat-
induced curvature lies within the range of mbo values
as estimated from the observeddimensions of clathrin-
coated vesicles. The deduced value R^W = 48.6 nm for
the modified adhesion length together with the bend-
ing rigidity κbo = 1.17  1018 J of clathrin-coated
vesicles59 leads to the adhesive strength |W| = 2κbo/
R^W
2 = 0.99 mN/m = 0.24kBT/nm
2. On one hand, this
adhesive strength is on the same order of magnitude
as attractive van der Waals interactions between col-
loidal particles. On the other hand, this |W| value could
also arise from the specific receptorligand inter-
actions alone. Indeed, the bond between the trans-
ferrin receptor and the transferrin molecule has been
estimated, based on atomic force microcopy mea-
surements,60 to be about 20kBT = 8.2  1020 J.
Because the lateral size of a single transferrin receptor
is about 5  10 nm2, a densely packed layer of
transferrin receptors with one molecular bond per
receptor would lead to the adhesive strength |W| =
1.64 mN/m = 0.4kBT/nm
2.
The main difference between clathrin-dependent
endocytosis and the engulfment of nanoparticles by
lipid membranes is the characteristic time scale to.
Indeed, for the simple spreading dynamics described
in the previous subsection, this time scale was esti-
mated to be on the order of milliseconds for lipid
bilayers. In contrast, it takes between 20 and 80 s to
form a clathrin-coated vesicle starting from a nascent
clathrin-coated pit.56,57 One mechanism for this slow-
down of the dynamics is provided by diffusion-limited
enrichment of the receptor molecules within the con-
tact area between membrane and nanoparticle as
theoretically studied in refs 2730. For relatively low
receptor concentrations and/or for relatively large
nanoparticles, it can indeed take tens of seconds for
a diffusing receptor to reach the contact area. How-
ever, the clathrin-dependent pathway is used by the
cells even in the absence of ligands or nanoparticles
in order to constitutively internalize and recycle
membrane-bound receptors such as the transferrin
receptor.61,62 Furthermore, a recent fluorescence
microscopy study on the uptake of virus capsids by
feline cells revealed that the assembly of the protein
coat and the formation of the clathrin-coated vesicle
takes between 30 and 70 s regardless of whether it
contains a virus capsid or not.57 Because these capsids
had a diameter of 26 nm and utilized transferrin
receptors for their association with the cell membrane,
this intrinsic time scale for the coat assembly should
also apply to the clathrin-dependent uptake of gold
particles as studied by Chithrani et al. in refs 25 and 26.
After the clathrin-coated vesicle has been formed, it
pinches off from themother membrane by cleavage of
the membrane neck via the GTPase dynamin. This
fission process takes only a few seconds and is, thus,
much faster than the vesicle formation step, as re-
vealed by fluorescence microscopy.56,57 As a conse-
quence, the observed size dependence of the cellular
uptake should be dominated by the size dependence
of the engulfment process, which corroborates our
estimate based on the engulfment rate ωFC .
Comparison with Previous Theoretical Studies. It is instruc-
tive to compare our results with two previous theore-
tical studies on receptor-mediated endocytosis that
also obtained characteristic particle sizes. First, Gao
et al.27 studied the receptor-mediated engulfment of
nanoparticles in the framework of a kinetic model that
emphasized the lateral diffusion of the membrane-
anchored receptors. Second, Zhang et al.30 investi-
gated the statistical thermodynamics of many mem-
brane-anchored receptors interacting with many
nanoparticles. Both studies identified two characteris-
tic particle sizes, R1 and R2, that separate three different
size regimes. For small particle sizes, Rpa < R1, a
no-engulfment regime was found in which the bend-
ing free energy dominates and prevents the onset of
adhesion. For particle sizes Rpa > R1, a complete
engulfment regime was found. These two regimes
were originally identified by Lipowsky and Döbereiner
in ref 5 with R1 = RW = (2κ/|W|)
1/2. In the present study,
these size regimes correspond to the special case of
vanishing spontaneous curvaturesm =mbo = 0 and flat
mother membranes; see the dashed horizontal lines in
Figure 7b and Figure 8a corresponding to m = 0 and
mbo = 0, respectively.
One important result of our study is that, in the
presence of even a small bilayer asymmetry generating
a small spontaneous curvaturem 6¼ 0, the characteristic
size R1 = RW is replaced by an intermediate size regime
in which the particles either are partially engulfed or
show bistable behavior; see Figure 7b. These inter-
mediate size regimes are bounded by the two critical
particle sizes, Rfr and Rce which emerge from the
“multicritical” point with Rpa = RW and m = 0 in a
continuous manner.
For Rpa > R2, Gao et al.
27 and Zhang et al.30 con-
sidered receptor and ligand concentrations for which
complete engulfment is suppressed by a shortage of
receptors. Such a constraint has not been included in
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the transferrin receptors are continuously recycled
between the plasma membrane and membrane-
bound organelles even in the absence of nanoparticles
or ligands.61,62 In addition, the number of receptors per
nanoparticle can be relatively small, as observed for the
uptake of virus capsids by feline cells.57 However, we
have found that the particle-induced segregation of
membrane components can lead to two critical parti-
cle sizes, Rmin and Rmax, even without any receptor
shortage provided the bound membrane domain
exhibits a large negative spontaneous curvature
mbo < 1/R^W, as shown in Figure 8a. Furthermore, as
illustrated in Figure 8b, the two critical sizes Rmin and
Rmax are again replaced by intermediate size regimes
with partial engulfment or bistable behavior if the sum
of the local segment curvatures Mms and Mms0 deviates
from twice the spontaneous curvaturem of themother
membrane.
CONCLUSIONS
In the main part of this paper, we studied nanopar-
ticles in contact with laterally uniform model mem-
branes and showed that themembranes' spontaneous
curvature m represents a key parameter of these
systems, which leads to two critical radii, Rfr and Rce,
separating four distinct engulfment regimes. For par-
ticle sizes below the lower critical radius, the particle is
free and does not bind to themembrane (regimeF st).
For particle sizes above the upper critical radius, the
particle is completely engulfed by the membrane
(regime C st). For intermediate particle sizes, the parti-
cle either is partially engulfed (regime P st) or exhibits
bistable behavior (regime Bst). The corresponding
engulfment diagrams have been determined for sphe-
rical and oblate vesicles as shown in Figure 3 and
Figure 4 as well as for weakly curved membranes
corresponding to the limit of large vesicles; see Figure 7
and Figure S3.
The basis length scale for the engulfment processes
is provided by the adhesion length RW = (2κ/|W|)
1/2,
which depends on the bending rigidity κ of the lipid
bilayer and on the adhesive strength |W| of the attrac-
tive membraneparticle interactions. In real systems,
the adhesion length can vary between about 10 nm for
strong adhesion and a few micrometers for ultraweak
adhesion; see Table 1. For the relatively small sponta-
neous curvatures studied here, the nanoparticles
probe the intermediate engulfment regimes P st
and Bst when the particle size varies in the interval
between 0.5RW and 1.5RW. As a consequence, the two
critical sizes are located within the same interval.
The engulfment of silica nanoparticles by DOPC
vesicles has been recently studied by cryoelectron
microscopy.9 Complete engulfment was found for all
particle sizes with a radius above 15 nm. Thus, we
conclude that this system belongs to the strong adhe-
sion regime with an adhesion length RW below 15 nm.
This conclusion can be directly corroborated by mea-
suring the adhesive strength |W| between DOPC
bilayers and silica.
As explained in the three paragraphs before eq 9,
the two critical sizes will be directly accessible to
experimental observations and computer simulations
if the engulfment process proceeds in a continuous
manner via partially engulfed states. If the endocytic
process is discontinuous, corresponding to a bistable
intermediate regime, the exocytic process will be
continuous for the same vesicleparticle system, as
follows from the “mirror symmetry” of the instability
relations; see SI Text B. Thus, for any vesicleparticle
system, either the endocytic or the exocytic engulfment
process proceeds continuously via partially engulfed
particle states.
From the observed values of the critical radii and the
local membrane curvatures, one can deduce the adhe-
sion length RW and the spontaneous curvature m as
described by eq 9 and eq 10 for continuous endocy-
tosis and by eq S18 and eq S19 for continuous exocy-
tosis. Therefore, the systematic variation of the size of
the nanoparticles provides a possible probe to deter-
mine the material parameters of the vesicleparticle
system both experimentally and via simulations. Using
Monte Carlo1719 or molecular dynamics2024 simula-
tions, one can also directly study the bistable regime by
applying external forces that push the particle over the
energy barrier between the free and the completely
engulfed state.
In the last part of the paper, we generalized our
theory to receptor-mediated adhesion and engulf-
ment. To model a protein coat on the membrane as
assembled during clathrin-dependent endocytosis, we
focused on the case in which the spontaneous curva-
ture mbo of the bound membrane segment is large
compared to the spontaneous curvature m of the
mother membrane. For weakly curved mother mem-
branes, we obtain the engulfment regimes shown in
Figure 8. In this case, the complete engulfment regime
C st is “sandwiched” between two regimes F <st and
F >st with free particle states and no engulfment. The
boundary lines Rpa = Rmin and Rpa = Rmax in Figure 8a
are given by the simple expressions in eqs 14 and 15.
We also derived an equation of motion for the
contact line (eq 17), which describes the spreading of
the membrane from the free to the completely en-
gulfed state. The solution of this equation leads to
explicit expressions for the size-dependent engulf-
ment rate (eq 18) and for the uptake of nanoparticles
(eq 20) by model membranes and vesicles. Both
the engulfment rate ωFC and the particle uptake
NC ωFC are nonmonotonic functions of the particle
size; see Figure 9. In addition, as demonstrated in
Figure 9b, the expression in eq 20 for the particle
uptake provides a quantitative fit to the experi-
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size-dependent uptake of gold nanoparticles by
clathrin-dependent endocytosis.
For engulfment by model membranes with a uni-
form spontaneous curvature m, we focused on rela-
tively smallm values in order to demonstrate that even
small asymmetries between the two leaflets of the lipid
bilayer have a strong effect on the engulfment process.
Our instability criteria as given by eq 5 and eq 8 for
endocytic engulfment as well as by eq S15 and eq S17
for exocytic engulfment are, however, quite general
and apply to large values of the spontaneous curvature
as well. In the latter case, the vesicles can attain
relatively complex shapes with small membrane buds
and narrow membrane tubes. For simplicity, we also
focused on the behavior of a single nanoparticle in
contact with the membrane. If we expose a vesicle to a
solution of nanoparticles and consider the engulfment
of many nanoparticles by the vesicle membrane, up to
three different engulfment morphologies of the nano-
particles can be simultaneously present on the same
vesicle, which then exhibits a characteristic engulf-
ment pattern, as will be described in a subsequent
paper. Our approach based on the stability of the free
and completely engulfed particle states is rather gen-
eral and can be extended to nonspherical shapes of the
nanoparticles, to deformable particles, to chemically
patterned Janus particles, and to membranes with
different intramembrane domains or rafts.
METHODS
Free Energy of VesicleParticle System. Themembrane is treated
as a smooth surface with mean curvature M that varies con-
tinuously along the surface. For the well-established sponta-
neous curvature model,3436 the bending free energy of the
membrane depends on two material parameters, the bending
rigidity κ and the spontaneous curvature m, and has the form
Ebe ¼
Z
dA 2K(M m)2 (21)
where the integral runs over the whole surface area of the
membrane or vesicle.
The attractive molecular interactions between membrane
and nanoparticle are described by the adhesive strength,W < 0,
which represents the adhesion free energy per unit area.44 The
total adhesion free energy is then given by Ead =|W|Abo where
Abo is the area of the membrane segment bound to the particle.
The total free energy, E = Ebe þ Ead, can be decomposed into a
contribution Ebo from the bound membrane segment and a
second contribution Eun from the unbound segment (or mother
membrane) as described in the SI Text A. The total free energy
was then minimized using the so-called shooting method as
described in ref 35. The same minimization procedure was
previously used to study the adhesion of vesicles to flat
substrate surfaces.44
Mean Curvature along the Contact Line. If a vesicle is in contact
with a spherical nanoparticle of radius Rpa, the bound segment
and the unbound segment of the vesicle membrane are
separated by a contact line. Along this contact line, the principal
curvature C1* of the membrane parallel to the contact line is
given by C1
*= -1/Rpa, where the minus and plus signs apply to
endocytic and exocytic engulfment, respectively; compare
Figure 2. The second principal curvature perpendicular to
the contact line follows from mechanical equilibrium along
this line. Minimization of the free energy leads to the value
C2
*= (((2|W|/κ)1/2  1/Rpa), where the plus and minus signs
apply to endocytic and exocytic engulfment, respectively. As a
consequence, the contact mean curvature has the form
Mco ¼ 12 (C















where the plus and minus signs again apply to endocytic and
exocytic engulfment.
Neck Condition for Completely Engulfed Particle. In order to char-
acterize the membrane neck of a completely engulfed particle,
we considered vesicle shapes with a finite neck size l and
studied the limit of small l. This computational approach has
been previously applied to budding of uniform membranes63
and to budding of intramembrane domains.64 In this way, we
derived the ideal neck condition
Mco þMms0 ¼ 2m (23)
between the contact mean curvature Mco, the segment curva-
tureMms0 of themother vesicle (Figure 6a), and the spontaneous
curvature m. The same condition can also be obtained, in a
somewhat heuristic manner, from the requirement that the free
energy density of the membrane as given by 2κ(M  m)2 (see
eq 21) is continuous across the neck. The latter requirement
leads to (Mcom)2 = (Mms0 m)2, which is equivalent to eq 23.
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